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We study the dynamics of evaporating ethanol films deposited by a receding liquid meniscus. The films are surrounded by pure vapor in a capillary heated above the saturation temperature. We observe the substrate dewetting with the dewetting ridge in spite of the complete wetting at equilibrium. The dewetting is caused by a high contact angle (≈30°) induced by evaporation. The obtained values agree with a theory proposed earlier. The film shape is measured with both grid deflection technique and interferometry. The phenomenon is convenient to observe inside a capillary with an axial thermal gradient. When the capillary is closed at one end and open at another to a constant pressure reservoir, the meniscus oscillations are known to appear spontaneously. Such a system is the simplest version of an industrial device called a pulsating heat pipe. The effect is general and can be used in any system to control the wetting properties.
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Phase change (evaporation and condensation) occurring at the surface of thin liquid films is widely used as a means of intensive cooling of hot solid substrates. In any geometry, the substrate may become partially dry so that the gas-liquid-solid triple contact lines (CLs) form and move. The impact of evaporation or condensation on the CL motion has been studied theoretically for two limit cases. In the first limit case of strong evaporation, the phase change rate is controlled by the latent heat effect and heat exchange in the liquid, when it situates in the atmosphere of pure vapor of the same liquid [1–9]. This is the case, e.g., of bubbles in boiling. In the second limiting case, the phase change is controlled by the diffusion of vapor in the atmosphere of other gases [10–12]. This is the case, e.g., of a droplet drying in the open air. The phase change rate is generally much weaker than in the first case.

Unlike open air evaporation, in the pure vapor atmosphere case the Marangoni effects are unimportant (except at very high local heat fluxes where the kinetic interfacial resistance is important, e.g., very close to the contact line). The liquid-vapor interface is isothermal at saturation temperature \(T_{\text{sat}}\) for the vapor pressure that is homogeneous. The latent heat plays a stabilizing role [13]. Once a local interface temperature fluctuation occurs, the phase change is induced and the accompanying latent heat effect compensates for the change. For example, if the interfacial temperature becomes higher, the evaporation occurs and the latent heat consumption leads to the temperature reduction until it becomes equal to \(T_{\text{sat}}\) so that the evaporation stops.

For both limiting cases of evaporation, it has been shown that in the absence of the CL motion, the apparent contact angle \(\theta_{\text{app}}\) is different from the contact angle with no evaporation \(\theta\) and depends strongly on the phase change intensity. This difference appears because a high evaporation rate in the CL vicinity causes strong liquid flow towards it. The viscous pressure drop leads to the liquid surface bending causing the difference between the slope at the CL (equal to \(\theta\)) and at a microscopic
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characteristic distance $l_V$ from it that corresponds to $\theta_{app}$. In the case of a pure vapor atmosphere, the evaporation rate is defined by the solid surface superheating $\Delta T = T_s - T_{sat}$, where $T_s$ is the solid surface temperature and $T_{sat}$ is the saturation temperature for the vapor pressure; $\theta_{app}$ is a function of $\Delta T$ only. This effect was found long ago [1] and was studied extensively since then by many researchers [2–5]. The dependence of $l_V$ on the phase change rate is weak, especially for the most common case where the hydrodynamic slip is relevant [9] and $l_V = 3ls/\epsilon$, where $ls$ is the slip length and $\epsilon \approx 2.71$ is the Euler number [14].

In evaporation experiments, either the CL is pinned and $\theta_{app}$ is selected by the macroscopic meniscus shape [15] or CL moves and $\theta_{app}$ is influenced by the hydrodynamic flow related to the CL motion. The careful measurements of retraction of a sessile drop in the latent heat exchange-controlled evaporation regime led to $\theta_{app}$ as a function of $\Delta T$ [16]. However, the influence of the CL motion on $\theta_{app}$ has been neglected. We account for it here. To describe the CL motion with the velocity $U_{CL}$ (assumed positive at receding motion), one needs to consider, in addition to the microscopic region of the scale $l_V$, two more regions [14]: intermediate and macroscopic. The Cox-Voinov expression can be obtained by their asymptotic matching

$$\theta_{app}^3 = \theta_V^3 - 9Ca_{CL} \ln \frac{W}{l_V},$$

where $Ca_{CL} = \eta U_{CL}/\gamma$, $\theta_V$ is the apparent contact angle caused by evaporation only (and discussed above), and $\theta_V = \theta_{app}(U_{CL} = 0)$. The macroscopic length $W$ should be defined by matching to the macroscopic region solution.

Because of scale separation, in the presence of evaporation, Eq. (1) suggests that the Voinov angle can be used universally instead of $\theta$. This is also supported by recent experimental observation of another manifestation of the $\theta_V > \theta$ phenomenon: evaporation-induced pinning on a microscopic substrate heterogeneity [17]. We present here macroscopic evidence: the evaporation-induced substrate dewetting by a fluid that however wets completely the substrate at equilibrium (which we verified with the ethanol drop spreading experiment).

The experimental system used for this purpose is the single-branch pulsating heat pipe [19]. It is a vertical capillary tube sealed from the top end and connected to a bottom reservoir maintained at a constant pressure $p_r$ [Fig. 1(a)] with a cooler and a regulated heater inside it. The capillary and reservoir form a closed vessel that contains a pure two-phase fluid. The middle part of the capillary is chilled at a constant temperature $T_c < T_r \equiv T_{sat}(p_r)$ and is called a condenser. The upper
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capillary part (evaporator) is heated and is partially filled with a vapor phase. The liquid meniscus can vertically oscillate around its equilibrium position. It is well known [20–23] that self-sustained oscillations can be induced in such a system due to alternating evaporation and condensation. During its receding, the meniscus deposits liquid film on the internal tube walls.

The film deposition without phase change (at isothermal conditions) has been described theoretically by Landau and Levich for the case of the flat plate pulled from a liquid pool [24] and later by Bretherton [25] for the case of a meniscus receding with the velocity $U_m$ in a capillary of the diameter $D$. The film thickness

$$h_0 = 0.67 D \frac{Ca^{2/3}}{3}$$

is defined by the capillary number $Ca = \frac{\eta U_m}{\gamma}$, with $\eta$ the shear viscosity and $\gamma$ the surface tension. The deposited liquid film is unstable when the solid surface is not wettable. Once the CL is formed, it recedes spontaneously. For the flat plate case, the retracting film has a trapezoidal shape [26]. The liquid gathered by receding is accumulated in a dewetting ridge [27] formed at the film edge. When the ridge is small, its shape is controlled by the surface tension; its cross section is circular. When the ridge grows further, it transforms into a thick film [26,28]. Its thickness $[3U_{CL} \eta/(\rho g)]^{1/2} > h_0$ (with $g$ the gravity acceleration and $\rho$ the liquid density) is defined by the balance of viscous friction and gravity. In both cases (capillarity or gravity controlled ridge) $U_{CL}$ is defined mainly by the static contact angle $\theta$ and thus is nearly independent of time. For the dewetting ridge geometry [29], $W = \frac{w}{e}$, where $w$ is the dewetting ridge width. As argued above, when phase change occurs at the contact line, the contact line motion is controlled by $\theta_V$ rather than by $\theta$, so the formula initially derived [29] for the isothermal case can be generalized as

$$Ca_{CL} = \left[ \frac{\theta_V^3}{9} \ln \left( a Ca_{CL}^{1/3} \frac{w^2}{f_V} \right) \right]^{-1},$$

where $a \approx 0.15$ and $h$ is the flat film thickness at the connection to the ridge ($h = h_0$ for the isothermal case).

The cross section of the capillary used for the experiment described here is rectangular, 22 $\times$ 2 mm$^2$. The evaporator consists of two transparent sapphire portholes [Fig. 1(b)] fixed on the copper structure thus forming the Hele-Shaw cell. Indium tin oxide transparent layers are deposited at the outer surface of each porthole. They can be heated independently with an electric current. The evaporator is separated from the condenser by a 1-cm-high adiabatic section of capillary, made with a thermally insulating material (Vespel®). Four thermocouples are glued on the portholes to control their temperature. The vapor pressure $p$ is measured by the fast response pressure transducer located at the top of the evaporator. The evaporator, which is the only transparent part of the tube, is filmed by a video camera. The device contains pure two-phase ethanol.

In the beginning of the experiment, the meniscus is brought into the evaporator by lowering $T_c$ (which leads to a decrease in $p$). When the evaporator heating is switched on, oscillations start. The oscillation dynamics can be described as follows [see Fig. 1(d)]. When the meniscus recedes from its topmost position ($t = 0$, point A), it leaves the liquid films at both portholes. Their evaporation starts because $\Delta T > 0$; vapor pressure $p$ rises. When the meniscus attains the condenser, the film condensation occurs at the lower film part [23]. In addition, the vapor expands. Both these effects cause a decrease in $p$ in spite of the continuing evaporation from the upper film part. The meniscus begins to rise under the action of the pressure difference $p_r - p$. Because of the liquid column inertia, the meniscus rises back into the evaporator in spite of the $p$ increase and the next oscillation occurs.

While receding, the meniscus deposits liquid films at the portholes. One of them is heated much more than the other (Fig. 1), so its film disappears completely during the first quarter of the period. The second quarter is then dedicated to measurements of the other film [18] while the meniscus is below the evaporator and thus out of the field of view. When the meniscus returns into the evaporator, it absorbs the films [point D in Fig. 1(d)].
FIG. 2. Film thickness measured by interferometry (symbols) just after the film deposition at different heights to obtain different meniscus velocities. It is compared to Eq. (2) (line, calculated with $D = 2$ mm corresponding to the cell thickness; $\gamma = 22.3 \times 10^{-3}$ N/m, and $\eta = 7.9 \times 10^{-4}$ Pa s).

To determine the contact angle evolution, it is necessary to reconstruct the whole film shape. Recently, two vain attempts [30,31] to measure the dynamic profile of the evaporating liquid film were reported, which shows both the importance and difficulty of this task.

The film thickness $h$ as a function of the vertical ($y$) and horizontal ($x$) coordinates is measured using two nonintrusive optical techniques. The first is the grid deflection technique [26,32,33]. A wire grid is placed between the diffuse light source and the cell [Fig. 1(b)]. The wire direction is inclined to 45$^\circ$ to avoid it to be parallel to the CL. The incident light rays are deflected at the inclined film interface. The local film slope can be deduced from distortion of the grid image [Fig. 1(c)]. A local $h$ measurement is needed to reconstruct its spatial variation along the single wire image. This measurement is provided by the interferometry technique as described below.

Figure 1(d) shows two regimes. When $\rho$ is smaller than some value (17 kPa in this case) so that $\Delta T$ is large and evaporation is strong, the CL recedes (between points $B$ and $C$); it stays immobile between points $C$ and $D$. The grid image distortion at the CL (corresponding to a large $\theta_{\text{app}}$) is slow when the pressure is high [18]; the distortion nearly disappears between points $C$ and $D$, indicating $\theta_{\text{app}}$ reduction.

The trapezoidal film shape closely resembles that observed in the study of isothermal Landau-Levich films in the case of partial wetting [26]. The grid image is not distorted in the central film part. This means that it is nearly flat and its thickness can be measured by interferometry at a fixed height similarly to [28]. The film thickness (Fig. 2) measured right after meniscus passage in front of the interferometer is relatively well described by Eq. (2) in spite of the inertial distortion of the meniscus curvature that changes the prefactor of the equation. Different points in Fig. 2 have been obtained in the same run by performing the simultaneous $h_0$ and $U_m$ measurements at different heights.

The thickness has been measured by interferometry at nine regularly spaced heights in the central film part during the same experimental run. Due to the periodic (with good accuracy) motion, the data can be reduced to a single period as if they were taken simultaneously at different heights to obtain the time evolution of the film profile (Fig. 3). The film thins right after its deposition and a tiny ($\sim 0.06^\circ$) film inclination can be seen. It originates from evaporation. For the film deposited earlier, the thickness decrease caused by evaporation is stronger, so a film slope appears [31]. For this reason and because of the complete wetting of sapphire by ethanol at equilibrium, one could expect a priori the wedgelike film profile. The film shape reconstruction using the grid deflection technique (Fig. 4) reveals, however, a different picture, similar to the isothermal dewetting at partial wetting conditions [26]: The central film part is linked to a ridge through a capillary jump visible in the inset in Fig. 3, where the ridge temporal evolution is shown. The ridge shape is well fitted by circular arcs except at late times [roughly, between points $C$ and $D$ in Fig. 1(d)], where the gravity distorts its profile initiating a transition to the thick film [28] regime.

The three-dimensional reconstruction and a good quality of the circular fits of the lateral ridges allow the temporal variation of $\theta_{\text{app}}$ to be defined with sufficient precision [Fig. 5(a)]. To obtain $\theta_V$, ...
the CL velocity term needs to be accounted for in Eq. (1). By taking \( w \sim 3 \text{ mm} \) and \( l_s \sim 20 \text{ nm} \) [34] (which results in \( l_V \sim 100 \text{ nm} \)), the logarithmic value is \( \sim 9 \) and \( \theta_V \) can now be calculated [Fig. 5(a)]. High \( \theta_V \) values contrast with complete wetting at equilibrium and appear due to strong evaporation in the CL vicinity as described theoretically above. Indeed, the \( \theta_V \) increase is correlated with the \( T_{\text{sat}} \) drop below a threshold. The \( \theta_V \) increase causes the sapphire dewetting so that CL depins from the surface defects and recedes, \( U_{\text{CL}} \) grows, and the capillary ridge forms. When \( T_{\text{sat}} \) increases again, \( \theta_V \) drops to a small value. The CL becomes pinned again and \( w \) grows [18].

Because of the porthole thermal inertia, the internal surface temperature \( T_s \) in the contact line vicinity (which is, unfortunately, impossible to be measured directly) does not vary strongly during oscillations. On the external surfaces, the temperature is weakly oscillating (\( \pm 1 \text{ °C} \)) and varies spatially between 37 °C at the bottom of the front porthole [that with the film; see Fig. 1(b)], and 57 °C at the top of the rear porthole, to which a higher heating power is applied. By neglecting the effect of fluid flow along the film, one can obtain its thickness decrease rate

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the central film part. The film slope is smaller than 0.01° (note the scale difference of the axes \( y \) and \( h \)). For one profile, the upper ridge is shown schematically to indicate its relative size and position. The inset shows the time evolution of the upper ridge profile determined with the grid deflection technique.

FIG. 4. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the film profile corresponding to the image in Fig. 1(c). The surface is obtained by interpolation between reconstructed points (symbols) along the images of grid edges; \( \theta_{\text{app}} = 7 \pm 1^\circ \).
FIG. 5. (a) Plot of $\theta_V$ (squares) and $T_{\text{sat}}$ (solid line) [cf. $p(t)$ shown in Fig. 1(d)] temporal variations. Also shown are $U_{\text{CL}}$ (circles) and $\theta_{\text{app}}$ (crosses), both measured at the right inclined portion of the CL at $y = 3$ cm height. The precision for $\theta$ is $\pm 2^\circ$. (b) Plot of $\theta_V$ versus $\Delta T = T_s - T_{\text{sat}}$. The symbols denote $\theta_V$ and $T_{\text{sat}}$ data extracted from the graph (a) for the moving (depinned) CL; $T_s = 48^\circ$C is assumed. The dotted line is the theoretical curve calculated for ethanol with the approach described in Ref. [9].

$\partial h/\partial t = - J/\rho$ during the film residence time after deposition, where $J = \lambda (T_s - T_{\text{sat}})/(hL)$ (with $L$ the latent heat and $\lambda$ the heat conductivity). The resulting equation can be solved for $h(t)$ with $T_{\text{sat}}(t)$ known from Fig. 5(a) and a constant $T_s$. By fitting the experimental evolution of $h(t)$ (Fig. 3), one obtains the estimation $T_s = 48^\circ$C. With this value, one can plot $\theta_V(t)$ versus $\Delta T(t)$ for the sake of comparison with the theory [9] [see Fig. 5(b)]. The agreement is good. Only the $\theta_V$ values selected by evaporation (i.e., for the depinned CL) should be compared.

Once the $\theta_V$ evolution is known, one can determine the contact line receding velocity from Eq. (3) as if it were defined only by the capillary effect. It is plotted in Fig. 6 together with the experimental contact line velocity. One can see that the experimental velocity is slightly larger, by about 14%. This deviation should result from the evaporative mass loss at the contact line, i.e., evaporation in the contact line vicinity [9,16].

The impact of evaporation was considered for the liquid film deposition by the receding meniscus at complete wetting conditions. One would expect a wedgelike film shape because the film deposited earlier evaporates longer and should thus become thinner. The observed shape is however different:

FIG. 6. Dimensionless contact line receding velocity. The theoretical curve is the capillary dewetting velocity calculated with Eq. (3) using the $\theta_V(t)$ and $w(t)$ data from Figs. 5(a) and 3, respectively. The experimental values (circles) correspond to the $U_{\text{CL}}$ data of Fig. 5(a).
The film slope is tiny (<0.1°) and a ridge is formed at its edge. The ridge is explained by the dewetting phenomenon appearing because of the high contact angle created at the microscopic level due to the strong microscale evaporation at the contact line. The value found (≈30°) agrees with a theoretical model developed earlier. The contact line receding velocity is mainly controlled by the capillary dewetting; the contribution of the liquid mass loss at the contact line is responsible only for 14% of the velocity. These results will be useful to control the wetting properties with evaporation or condensation and to understand many industrially important phenomena such as boiling or the functioning of an industrial device called a pulsating heat pipe (the experimental installation presents its simplest version).
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